PHOTO REVIEW

This column presents in pictorial form many of the more unusual radios, speakers, tubes, advertising, and other old radio-related items from our readers’ collections. The photos are meant to help increase awareness of what’s available in the radio collecting hobby. Send in any size photos from your collection. Photos must be sharp in detail, contain a single item, and preferably have a light-colored background. A short, descriptive paragraph MUST be included with each photo. Please note that receipt of photos is not acknowledged, publishing is not guaranteed, and photos are not returned.

National SW-3 Receiver - Made in the early 1930s, this was a simple regenerative receiver. It used three tubes: 58, 58, 56. Originally came with three sets of coils for different bands. Arnold Corwin, Memphis, TN

Silvertone Model 1724 Radio – Manufactured in 1934 by Sears, his TRF set originally sold for $22.95. The four tubes are: 78 RF, 77 detector, 43 output, and 25Z5 rectifier. Peter Dieguez, Roslyn, NY
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**Peter Pan Radio** – This Australian radio was manufactured in the 1940s. It uses European tubes, a 240 volt power source, and sports a Peter Pan logo. Peter Dieguez, Roslyn, NY

**Heathkit ARW-15 Stereo Receiver** – This popular Heathkit stereo receiver from the 1970s was sold in kit form. The ARW-15 was store- or factory-wired. Benny Gertner, Minneapolis, MN

**Kolster K-45 Console Radio** – An 11-tube radio that covered the AM band and was AC powered, this handsome set was made in 1928 and originally had a remote control. The output was two #50 tubes. It originally cost $500 when introduced. Gregory Jones, San Leandro, CA

...find out how by visiting us today at [www.antiqueradio.com](http://www.antiqueradio.com).